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The structural and energetic characterization of metal com-

plexes is important in catalysis and photochemical applica-

tions. Unraveling their modes-of-action can be greatly

assisted by computation, which typically is restricted to com-

putationally demanding methods including electronic struc-

ture calculations with density functional theory. Here, we

present an empirical force field based on valence bond

theory applicable to a range of octahedral Ir(III) complexes

with different coordinating ligands, including iridium com-

plexes with a chiral P,N ligand. Using an approach applicable

to metal-containing complexes in general, it is shown that

with one common parametrization 85% of the 116 diaster-

eomers—all within 21 kcal/mol of the lowest energy

conformation of each series—can be correctly ranked. For

neutral complexes, all diastereomers are ranked correctly. This

helps to identify the most relevant diastereomers which, if

necessary, can be further investigated by more demanding

computational methods. Furthermore, if one specific complex

is considered, the root mean square deviation between refer-

ence data from electronic structure calculations and the force

field is � 1 kcal=mol . This, together with the possibility to

carry out explicit simulations in solution paves the way for an

atomistic understanding of iridium-containing complexes in

catalysis. VC 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

DOI: 10.1002/jcc.23460

Introduction

In organometallic chemistry and homogeneous catalysis it is

of great interest to characterise chemical structures of metal

complexes and relate them to their reactivity. This can be

done quite successfully by using computational methods.

Quantum chemical methods such as density functional theory

(DFT) have, over the past decade, emerged as a convenient

and versatile approach. DFT has been used successfully to

obtain a wide range of data including thermochemistry,

molecular structures, vibrational frequencies, nuclear mag-

netic, and electron spin resonance characteristics, UV spectra,

dipole moments, transition-state structures, and activation

barriers.[1] DFT methods are a milestone in computational

chemistry and are therefore often used as a reference for esti-

mating relative energies of potentially relevant structures

involved in catalytic processes. However, given the size of the

systems, which usually contain several hundred electrons, the

routine use of DFT to screen entire libraries of organometallic

complexes is computationally prohibitive. Furthermore, the

systems of interest can exhibit complicated electronic struc-

tures which also poses practical problems such as slow con-

vergence of the Hartree–Fock cycles. It would, therefore, be

advantageous to have computationally less demanding, albeit

quantitatively still reliable and robust methods. Atomistic

force fields are an attractive alternative as they allow rapid

computation of energies and the structures of the systems

can be modeled conveniently by fitting appropriate point

charges and Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters. However, para-

metrizing such force fields for transition-metal (TM)

containing complexes is not yet routine. Motivated by our

interest in Ir-based complexes,[2–4] we set out to explore the

possibility to parametrize a robust force field for iridium-

containing complexes.

The development of rapid methods to compute energies for

metal-containing systems has been a subject of interest for

the past 20 or so years.[5] Sum of interactions between frag-

ments ab initio (SIBFA),[6–10] for example, is a fragment-based

energy decomposition method which can treat organometallic

complexes and metalloproteins.[11–14] The force field explicitly

accounts for anisotropic fragment polarization, repulsion, and

charge transfer, as well as incorporating distributed multipole

moments centered at both nuclear positions and bond bary-

centers. The additional detail afforded by these energetic

terms makes SIBFA more computationally expensive than less

detailed force fields such as CHARMM[15] and AMBER,[16] but as

a consequence SIBFA can yield molecular structures and ener-

gies that are in close agreement with ab initio data while

maintaining a lower computational overhead than would be

required for a full ab initio computation.

An alternative to SIBFA is ligand field molecular mechanics

(LFMM) which combines a conventional force field with added

terms explicitly capturing electronic effects. LFMM has been
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applied to Cu(II) complexes by using amine[17] compounds

and crystallographic structure data as a reference. It was also

applied to copper enzymes,[18] where DFT calculations serve

as a reference. LFMM parameters for zinc, manganese, and

nickel complexes are also available, which represents a wide

range for such a force field.[19–21] LFMM theory is based on

the assumption that the d-orbitals of a metal center are

weakly influenced by the surrounding environment. There-

fore, LFMM typically deals successfully with first-row TM-com-

plexes.[22] To capture d-electron effects of third-row TM-

complexes, an implementation using hybrid orbital strength

functions (based on valence bond theory) might be more

reliable.

Molecular mechanics force fields such as CHARMM[23] are rou-

tinely used for atomistic simulations of condensed-matter sys-

tems ranging from proteins to membranes. For such simulations

an—ideally transferable—set of force field parameters is required

for computing meaningful observables. A force-field-inspired

extension of a conventional force field to

treat metal-containing complexes is VAL-

BOND[24–28] which is based on valence

bond theory.[29] Originally developed for

structural investigations, VALBOND has

recently been extended to capture elec-

tronic effects such as the trans-influence.

This VALBOND-TRANS (VBT) force field

has been shown to provide a robust

means to investigate structures of

model-complexes.[41] Very recently, it has

also been applied to study the dynamics,

vibrational, and NMR spectroscopy of a

Pt-based catalyst used in hydroformyla-

tion[30] and for solvent dynamics of tran-

sition metal complexes.[31,32]

VALBOND uses hybrid orbital

strength functions to realistically

describe valence-angle distortions L1-

M-L2 involving two ligands (L1 and L2)

and a shared metal atom (M). Following

the seminal work by Pauling[33,34] who

examined chemical bonding from the

perspective of valence bond theory,

VALBOND aimed at correctly capturing

the bending potentials over a wide

range of angular distortions. VALBOND

can describe both nonhypervalent and

hypervalent molecules (not following

the octet rule)[25] and transition metal

complexes[27,28] because the functional

form for valence-angle distortions L1-

M-L2 in the FF is suitable to also

describe considerable angular distor-

tions in the geometry.

In this work, we present a VBT para-

metrization for Ir-containing complexes

which is suitable to describe the struc-

tures and energetics of a range of

chemically relevant systems. Some of the complexes (see Fig.

1) were already used in synthetic or reactivity studies. For

instance, complex 2a was characterized as a product from dia-

stereoselective addition of H2.[35] Complex 3a was used in

mechanistic studies of oxidative addition and reductive elimi-

nation reactions,[36] whereas complex 4a served as a precursor

for the synthesis of heterobimetallic compounds.[37] The pres-

ent work focuses on two points: (a) the accuracy with which

different diastereomers of a given bonding pattern can be

captured with an optimized empirical force field based on VBT,

and (b) the transferability of such a parametrization to a range

of chemically related complexes.

Methods

Intermolecular interactions

The VBT force field is based on a conventional force field such

as CHARMM[23], Amber,[16] or GROMOS[38] with an expression

Figure 1. Model Ir(III) complexes considered in the present work. The structures were obtained from

the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Base.[35–37]
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for the total energy Vtot 5Vbond 1Vangle 1Vdihe 1Velstat 1VLJ aug-

mented by terms to capture electronic effects to describe the

interaction between metal centers (M) and covalently bound

interaction partners (L). The individual terms in the total

energy are parametrized as follows:

Vbond 5
P

Kbðr2reÞ2
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P

Kuðu2ueÞ2

Vdihe 5
P

K/ 11cos n/2dð Þð Þ

Velstat 5
1

4p‹E0

X qiqj

rij

VLJ 5
P

Eij
rij

rij

� �12

2
rij

rij

� �6
" #

(1)

Vbond ; Vangle ; and Vdihedral are the bonded and Velstat ; VLJ are

the nonbonded interactions and K are force constants, re and

he are equilibrium values and n is the periodicity of the dihe-

dral and the phase d determines the location of the maximum.

For the nonbonded terms, the partial atomic charges are qi

and the LJ parameters are �i and ri. For atom pairs, the LJ-

parameters are combined through the Wigner–Kirkwood com-

bination rules rAB 5 rA1rBð Þ=2 and �AB 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�A�B
p

, where A and

B are atom types of the atoms involved in the interaction.

Although more elaborate combination rules exist[39,40] the con-

ventional Wigner–Kirkwood rules are used in the following to

be compatible with the most widely used force field paramet-

rizations. For electrostatics, 1–4 interactions were taken into

account. The bonded terms and the recent extension of VBT

parameters[41] other than CO remain unchanged.

In VALBOND, the harmonic bending terms Vangle of stand-

ard force fields for L1-M-L2, where L1 and L2 are individual

atoms (H, Cl, F etc.) or functional groups covalently bound to

M, are replaced by more suitable functional forms.[24–28] For

hypervalent molecules one has to account for the existence

of several resonance structures, each described by a weight-

ing factor ci, which depends on the geometry. This leads to

hypervalent-VALBOND (HV-VB). For the energy expression Ei

of a particular resonance configuration, the following form

was suggested[25]

E að Þ5BOF � ka 12D a1pð Þ2
� �

: (2)

Here, BOF is the bond order factor, ka is the VALBOND

parameter (k for nonhypervalent bonds), D að Þ is given in eq.

(3) (for sp mdn hybrid orbitals), and a is the bond angle. The

BOF is the product of the formal bond orders of the two

bonds described by the hybrid orbitals and standing at an

angle a.

D að Þ5 1

11m1n
j1si1mcos ajpzi1

n

2
3cos 2a21
� �

jdz2i
� �

(3)

The factor ci is used to weight different 3-center-4-electron

resonance structures based on orbital overlap, destabilizing

structures that place ligands in nodal cone positions:

ci5

Qhype
i51 D2

iPres
j51

Qhype
i51 D2

i

(4)

Here, the products run over all hypervalent angles i and res

stands for the number of resonance configurations, which is

further explained in the literature.[25]

In a further extension, HV-VB was recently modified to cap-

ture the structural and the thermodynamic trans influence[41]

which is defined as “the tendency of a ligand to selectively

weaken the bond trans to itself.”[42] This was achieved by

including an energy term

Etrans 5
X
hype

pAB D a1pð Þ2 (5)

where pAB is an adjustable parameter which depends on the

types of ligands L1 and L2 involved in a L1-M-L2 bonding

motif. These parameters are determined by fitting to model

compounds.[41]

For the structural trans influence, bond lengths are modified

according to a trans influence intensity i according to

rA Bð Þ5r0
A 11sA � iB=100ð Þ (6)

where rA Bð Þ is the equilibrium bond length A–M when atom B

is trans to A, r0
A is the unperturbed equilibrium bond length

A–M, iB is the bond lengthening intensity induced by atom

type B and sA is the bond lengthening sensitivity of atom type

A. The trans influence, and therefore, the relative change of

the bond length rA Bð Þ is captured in VBT as[41]

rA Bð Þ5r0
A 11sA � D a1pð Þ2 � iB=100
� �

(7)

Complexes investigated

The present work is concerned with octahedral Ir(III) com-

plexes with sd2 hybridization. The chemical space covered in

the present work is summarized in Figure 1. Due to the avail-

ability of their X-ray structures and the importance of com-

plexes of this type as catalysts for asymmetric hydrogenation

reactions,[43–45] complexes 2a, 3a, and 4a were considered. To

enlarge the test set, analogs were designed with minor

changes in their substituents. The variation of these substitu-

ents are limited to changes in the second coordination sphere

of the phosphorus ligand and include PPh3, P(CH3)3, or PH3.

Overall, five different types of complex families as shown in

Figure 1 were considered.

Fitting procedure and reference data

Adjustment of the nonbonded parameters was carried out by

a recently developed fitting strategy which combines the inter-

active nonlinear least squares fitting program (I-NoLLS) with

an engine that uses VBT to compute optimized geometries

and total energies for a given force field parametrization.[46]

The specific fitting strategy was to maintain the parameters of
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one type of nonbonded interaction constant while varying the

other one until a RMSDE convergence within 0.1 kcal/mol was

obtained. Subsequently, the procedure was reversed and iter-

ated until overall stabilization of the fit (vide infra). The force

field terms to be optimized were nonbonded parameters,

namely partial atomic charges and the LJ-parameters.

The reference data for all force field parameters is taken

from electronic structure calculations. Although experimental

data from X-ray structures is available for some of the com-

plexes (2a, 3a, and 4a in Fig. 1) this data was not considered

sufficiently homogeneous to justify inclusion in the fit. Rather,

structural data was used to compare with optimized struc-

tures after the force field parameters were optimized. Elec-

tronic structure calculations for all complexes were performed

using DFT with the B3LYP[47,48] functional and the 6–

31G(d,p)[49] basis set on ligands and LanL2DZ[50] on the irid-

ium atom. A variety of DFT hybrid functionals, including

B3LYP, have been shown to perform well for iridium-

containing complexes.[51–53] Also, optimized structures for all

116 complexes of the test and training set were determined

with an additional f-function on the iridium center to explore

the effect of polarization functions on the metal. However,

their effect on the reference energies is minor as is shown in

the Supporting Information, Figure S2. Finally, reference data

for all diastereomers of complexes 2a, 2b, and 2c were car-

ried out with the B3PW91 functional and yielded a correlation

coefficient of r50:99 compared to B3LYP energies. DFT calcu-

lations were performed using Gaussian03.[54] At the begin-

ning of a fit, initial parameters are required. Because the

systems under consideration include Ir(III), no charge assign-

ments by equivalence with existing functional groups in

CHARMM22[15] were made. Rather, atomic charges were

determined from the electron density directly using different

schemes: Mulliken[55] charges, NBO[56] charges, and charges

from CHELPG (charges from electrostatic potentials using a

grid based method).[57] During the fitting, the total charge of

the system remains constant which was achieved by using

suitable constraints. Soft constraints were also used to main-

tain individual atom charges and LJ-parameters in a realistic

range.

To assess the sensitivity of the results, refinements were car-

ried out by starting from all three different charge types. This

is motivated by the fact that different charge definitions dis-

tribute partial charges (PCs) differently throughout a molecule.

Mulliken[55] and Coulson[58] charges are calculated directly

from the wave functions, whereas NBO charges are derived

from assigning charges from localized orbitals[56,59] and

CHELPG[57] charges are fitted to reproduce the ab initio elec-

trostatic potential (ESP) around the molecule. For larger basis

sets, Mulliken charges are known to be plagued with conver-

gence problems.[60–62] This is less pronounced for CHELPG.[63]

However, CHELPG charges can differ substantially for atoms in

similar chemical environments.[64] Larger systems may also

cause problems, because buried atoms are too far away from

the grid points which are relevant to derive the ESP. Due to

this problem, it is also common that different conformers

show a broad distribution of charges, therefore, one should

consider the averaged charges of all possible conformers.[64]

NBOs are designed to reflect the Lewis structure, because

orbital details such as polarization, atomic hybrid composi-

tions, and others are included but two center bonds and lone

pairs are clearly separated.[65] The analysis of the natural orbi-

tals in relation to their “residence” and their characteristics

allows a classification into bonding electrons, core-electrons,

lone pairs, and antibonding orbitals.[59]

Results

First, the effect of refining nonbonded parameters is illustrated

for a single Ir(III) complex. In a next step, the transferability of

parameters across one family of related complexes (2a, 2b, 2c)

is considered in more detail. Then, a training set of complexes

which differ substantially in their structure (complexes 2a, 3a,

4a, 5a) is considered to determine the degree of transferability

of the parametrization across different molecular architectures.

Finally, it is discussed to what extent the parameters can be

applied to further iridium complexes, that is, transferability

across chemical space.

Marked differences were observed between the three

charge schemes tested, which has implications for fitting

where parameters are loosely constrained to their initial values.

Figures S1a–S1c in the Supporting information compare Mul-

liken, NBO, and CHELPG charges of all 12 optimized diaster-

eomers for complex 2a. For Mulliken charges, it is found that

within one family no significant charge redistribution takes

place, whereas NBO and CHELPG reveal changes in the charge

distribution of aromatic carbon atoms (CA). For NBO and

CHELPG charges, 2 out of 36 CA atoms differ by 0.12e and

0.24e, respectively. This suggests that atomic charges are less

transferable between chemically similar environments using

these schemes than using Mulliken charges.

Supporting Information, Figure S1d shows how the charge

assignments from Mulliken, NBO, and CHELPG differ, for exam-

ple, for the phosphorus (P) and the iridium (IR) atom. The P

atoms (numbers 7 and 15) have a PC of qP50:6e when a Mul-

liken analysis is used, whereas for Ir (number 14) qIr 520:6e.

This compared with qP51:2e and qIr 520:1e from an NBO

analysis and qP520:3e and qIr 50:2e from CHELPG charges

where the signs of the two charges are reversed.

It is also of interest to consider the effect of substitutions

on the periphery of the complex and how they influence the

PCs on the entire complex. For this, a complex family (2a, 2b,

and 2c) is used, which only differs by the substituents PPh3,

P(CH3)3, and PH3. The Mulliken charges, see Supporting Infor-

mation, Figure S1e, all remain quite similar. The only excep-

tion is the phosphorus atom, where the charge changes by

around 0.3e. Structurally, bond lengths between the metal

center and ligands differ little but a trend from PPh3 over

P(CH3)3 to PH3 is detectable, where the bond lengths

decrease with decreasing steric hindrance. Thereby the irid-

ium–phosphorus bond shortens from PPh3 to P(CH3)3 by

0.027 Å and to PH3 by 0.020 Å while elongation of other M-L

bonds are smaller. L-M-L angles almost remain unchanged,
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except for the Cl-Ir-P angle, which is 93� for PPh3 and for

P(CH3)3 and PH3 the angle is 858.

Parametrization of a single Ir-complex

First, the optimization of nonbonded parameters for the octa-

hedral Iridium(III)-PHOX catalyst 1 with a diphenylphosphino-

coordinated group (see Fig. 2) is described in detail.

The DFT-optimized structures of all possible diastereomers

span a range of 21 kcal/mol. For fitting, the energy of the

lowest energy diastereomer was given an increased weight.

The fitting procedure can be separated into iterations and

microiterations. For one iteration, parameters of one particu-

lar interaction type (electrostatic or van der Waals) are fitted

while parameters of the other type are frozen, and vice-

versa. Fitting of the electrostatic or van der Waals parame-

ters for the current iteration occurs over several microitera-

tions where the atomic charges or LJ parameters are

progressively refined. A sequence of microiterations is termi-

nated when no further reduction in the RMSDE is possible.

As the parameters are highly correlated, not all of them are

allowed to fully relax which also avoids too large (or even

nonphysical) changes in parameter space. Such decisions

need to be taken as the fit progresses for which I-NoLLS is

ideally suited.

For complex 1 (Fig. 1) three fitting iterations were necessary.

In the first iteration, five microiterations of ri were followed by

five microiterations of �i (Fig. 3). The well-depth �i of the phos-

phorous atom changed most, decreasing from 20.585 to

21.378 kcal/mol and increasing the total van der Waals energy

of the complex. The Ir radius also increased significantly, from

1.91 to 2.48 Å. Other ri values changed little during fitting,

despite not being constrained. The total energy RMSDE

decreased from 6.84 to 4.26 kcal/mol, an improvement of

almost 40%. A linear regression between target (DFT) and

computed (VBT) energies before and after the first round of

LJ-fitting gave correlation coefficients of r50:81 and r50:91,

respectively.

For the PCs, starting values were taken from the three differ-

ent charge schemes averaged over all diastereomers. Soft con-

straints were applied to prevent unphysical values. Using

Mulliken charges for the initial guess yields the best results,

requiring 12 microiterations with LJ-parameters fixed. The larg-

est changes were observed in qIr , which reached 1.41e, and

qP, which reached 0.15e. In combination with the improved LJ-

parameters the total RMSDE was now 2.49 kcal/mol. Starting

from NBO and CHELPG charges yielded RMSDE values of 3.25

and 3.31 kcal/mol, respectively.

After a second iteration, the RMSDE was reduced further to

2.29 kcal/mol (fit started from Mulliken charges), 3.16 kcal/mol

(NBO charges), and 2.85 (CHELPG charges). After a third itera-

tion the final RMSDEs were 2.24 kcal/mol (r50:95, Fig. 4), 2.66,

and 2.32 kcal/mol when starting from Mulliken, NBO, and

CHELPG charges, respectively. The fit using Mulliken charges

was also best able to reproduce the overall energetic ranking

of the 20 diastereomers and correctly identified the diaster-

eomer with lowest energy. NBO charges failed to correctly

identify the lowest-energy diastereomer, despite the increased

statistical weight given to this complex during the fitting.

CHELPG charges also identified the lowest-energy diaster-

eomer but with a slightly inferior overall RMSDE.

For the present case, starting the fit from Mulliken charges

turned out to give the lowest RMSDE.

Different charge sets mean a different

balance (relative magnitude) of the

charges in the complex. As correlation

between parameters makes con-

straints necessary during fitting, it is

important that starting values are rea-

sonable or final values would be con-

strained within a suboptimal range.

To verify if the parameters obtained

are also valid for other Ir(III) com-

plexes, further pseudo-octahedral

complexes have to be considered, to

assess their transferability. Atomic

charges and LJ parameters could be

further refined if solution-phase data

is available. For organometallic com-

plexes such data is not always easy to

obtain. A first attempt has been

undertaken recently where NMR

properties were compared with

experiments for a Pt-complex[32] and

in a parametrization of d6 piano stool

complexes.[52] A possible strategy in

the present case would rather be to

first determine balanced nonbonded

Figure 2. Pseudo-octahedral Ir(III) complex with a bidentate PHOX ligand (1). Color code: Ir (pink), N (dark

blue), P (green), O (red), C (light blue), and H (white). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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parameters for fragments (ligands) and then, follow the proce-

dures outlined in the present work by keeping, for example,

the relative charges of the ligands constant.

Trans-parameters for CO-ligands

As complexes in families 2–5 contain ACO as a ligand, trans-

parameters for a carbon atom bound to an oxygen atom

needed to be determined. For the trans-parameters, two

model complexes, 3d and 5c, were chosen arbitrarily to refit

the energetic and structural trans-parameters for carbon. First,

complex 3d and 5c were fitted separately, then they were fit-

ted together to obtain more robust parameters. The fits were

carried out with I-NoLLS. For the energetic trans effect, DFT

energies of complexes 3d and 5c were taken and DFT bond

lengths for the structural trans effect to fit bond lengthening

sensitivity sA and intensity iB parameters in eq. (6). With the

refitted trans-parameters (with Mulliken charges from DFT cal-

culations and original LJ-parameters[41]) it was possible, to

compute more accurate VBT energies (�1.5 kcal/mol) for all

complexes in Figure 1 containing a CO ligand (Table 1).

Transferability of parameters for complex 1

Using the trans-parameters for CO-ligands, we first set out to

assess the performance of the nonbonded parameters

obtained from the fit of complex 1 (see above) for complexes

2 and 3 and their substituted analogs (Fig. 1). To determine

the transferability of these optimized LJ-parameters and

atomic charges, those based on Mulliken charges were tested

Figure 3. Fitting of the LJ Parameter E (left) and rmin (right). Blue triangle: O atom, black square: H atom, cyan circle: P atom, green diamond: N atom, and

red star: Ir atom. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 4. Comparison of unfitted relative energies for complex 1 with a

RMSDE of 6.84 kcal/mol (blue squares), LJ-fitted relative energies with a

RMSDE of 3.33 kcal/mol (green diamonds), and LJ and Mulliken fitted rela-

tive energies with a RMSDE of 2.33 kcal/mol (red circles). For the final

refinement, LJ and Mulliken were refitted and a RMSDE of 2.29 kcal/mol

(black stars) is obtained, with a correlation coefficient of r50:95 (black solid

line). The dashed purple line is the 1:1 correlation. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table 1. Fitted energetic trans parameters pCX for complex 3d, 5c, and

(3d,5c) and fitted structural trans parameters “sensitivity” sC and

“intensity” iC.

Energetic trans effect 3d 5c 3d and 5c

pC2H
11.08 12.03 11.55

pC2N
22.94 22.94

pC2P
6.65 5.70 6.17

Structural trans effect 3d 5c 3d and 5c

sC 1.00 1.11 0.28

iC 1.19 0.06 21.68

The parameters in the last column are used for all further calculations.
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for families 2 and 3. Complex 1 and 2 have in common a

bidentate PHOX ligand, whereas complex 3 has only mono-

dentate ligands. For complexes 2a-c, the RMSDEs are 6.34,

5.23, and 4.20 kcal/mol and for complexes 3a-c, RMSDEs of

13.68, 8.21, and 7.26 kcal/mol were obtained. Repeating this

calculation for complex families 2 and 3 with unfitted Mulliken

charges yielded an averaged RMSDE of 10.98 kcal/mol, which

is indeed 3.5 kcal/mol higher in energy than the averaged

RMSDE of the fitted energies mentioned above. However, the

performance of the parameters is considerably inferior to the

results obtained for complex 1. This demonstrates that

although for complex 1 the fit is satisfactory, the parameters

are not transferable. The fitted parameters of the reference

complex 1 are not suitable for complexes in families 2 and 3.

There are several possible reasons for this. First, complex 1 is

chelated and has, therefore, considerable strain whereas

complexes in family 3 have chemically simpler ligands. Further-

more, most of the complexes in families 2 and 3 are overall

neutral which may affect the transferability of the parameters.

In other words, the chemistry of complex 1 may not be

suitable for deriving force field parameters that can be more

widely used.

Isolated fitting of complex 2a starting from Mulliken charges

results in a RMSD E � 1 kcal=mol , after a single iteration. Using

Figure 5. Energies of all diastereomers of PHOX-complex 2a, 2b, and 2c calculated with different parameter sets: black circle: Gaussian Mulliken charges,

red cross: averaged Mulliken charges, green square: I-NoLLS (re)fitted Mulliken charges and fitted LJ-parameters. Correl. coeff 2a: 0.86, 0.62, 0.97; 2b: 0.80,

0.82, 0.95; 2c: 0.99, 0.91, 0.93. RMSDE 2a: 10.72, 13.94, 3.35; 2b: 10.32, 7.39, 2.92; 2c: 9.09, 4.59, 3.28. The dashed purple line is the 1:1 correlation. [Color fig-

ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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the fitted parameters from 2a for complexes of the same fam-

ily (2b and 2c) exhibited good transferability. However, using it

for any other complex in Figure 1 led to considerably larger

deviations. Thus, fitting a set of nonbonded parameters for a

single complex allows to reach an excellent RMSDE compared

to reference ab initio data, but the parameters are not neces-

sarily transferable to other systems.

A more robust set–Complexes with substitutions at

phosphorous

To generate a more robust parametrization, three different

complexes were included in the fitting set, instead of a single

reference complex. Therefore, complexes 2a-c were taken for a

new fit of the nonbonded parameters. This minor change

should enable to get more reasonable RMSDEs for every single

complex.

Each of the complexes 2a-c include 12 diastereomers,

which were all included in the fit. Initial charge assignments

were the averaged Mulliken charges. In a first round, the

charges were fitted with 14 microiterations and the LJ-

parameters for nine microiterations, whereby the potential

depth and the distance were fitted alternately. Next, another

round of charge-fitting was carried out until convergence

was achieved after an additional 10 microiterations. LJ well

depths were constrained to ensure physically meaningful val-

ues � < 0. Changes of all vdW-radii are minor during the fit-

ting except for atom type HX1 which increased by more

than 0.1 Å. Initially, the RMSDE is 10.4 kcal/mol (unfitted

parameters) between the DFT-reference and the VBT ener-

gies. The combined fit for all complexes 2a-c reduced the

final averaged RMSDE to 3.2 kcal/mol (2a: 3.35 kcal/mol, 2b:

2.92 kcal/mol, and 2c: 3.28 kcal/mol) which is a considerable

improvement.

The benefit of refined nonbonded parameters is illustrated

in Figure 5. Energies of complexes 2a-c were calculated with

different charge assignments: (black) unfitted Mulliken charges

with standard LJ, (red) averaged unfitted Mulliken charges

with standard LJ, and (green) I-NoLLS-refined charge and

LJ-parameters. The comparison in Figure 5 confirms that the

fitted parameters are clearly superior to standard assignments.

In all three cases, the fitted parameters lead to a correlation

between VBT- and DFT-calculated energies close to r51 (0.93–

0.97), whereas the unfitted parameters yield clearly inferior

results. More importantly, the fitted parametrizations allow to

correctly identify the low-energy diastereomers whereas this is

not the case for the unfitted parametrizations. Transferring the

fitted charges and LJ-parameters of complexes 2a-c to other

model complexes which were not included in the fit (com-

plexes 3a–5c) yields an averaged RMSDE of 4.22 kcal/mol.

Compared to the RMSDE for the complexes 3a-5c with unfit-

ted parameters (11.76 kcal/mol), the new parameters are

clearly superior and indicate some degree of transferability.

Extension to different complex classes

Until now the robustness and transferability of (a) optimized

parameters for complex 1 applied to families 2 and 3 and (b)

optimized parameters for family 2 transferred to families 3–5

have been considered. In a next step, chemical space was

broadened by using complexes 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a as the train-

ing set. This should further improve the transferability of the

parametrizations. All refinements were carried out with initial

charges from Mulliken, NBO, and CHELPG. Following the same

fitting protocol as above, the final averaged RMSDE for com-

plexes 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a starting from Mulliken and NBO

charges were 3.76 and 4.45 kcal/mol, respectively. With

CHELPG charges the RMSDE is 3.58 kcal/mol. In all cases,

Table 2. Fitted charges starting from a Mulliken analysis for the family 2 (complexes 2a-2c) with the corresponding fitted LJ-parameters E and r.

2a-2c 2a-5a

Charges
Lennard-Jones Charges Lennard-Jones

Atom type Mulliken (e) E (kcal/mol) r (Å) Mulliken (e) NBO (e) CHELPG (e) E (kcal/mol) r (Å)

H 0.0185 0.0043 0.0343 0.0121

HA 0.2357 0.0791 0.1473 0.0757

HP 0.1427 0.0196 0.0824 0.0355

HX1 0.2869 20.0304 1.4315 0.0111 20.0690 20.2705 20.0285 20.0245 20.0205 1.3462 1.2749 1.3530

CA 20.0975 0.0011 20.0561 20.0241

CE1 0.4263 0.3140 0.3877

CPH2 0.6855 20.1516 0.0409 0.4005

CT1 20.1727 20.2401 20.2480 20.1967

CT2 20.7576 0.3047 0.0560 0.0347

CT3 20.7035 20.0223 20.2761 20.0615

IRX 20.2943 20.0143 1.9086 20.5088 20.3596 20.1631 20.5902 20.1606 20.1755 2.0030 1.9116 2.1674

NR2 20.2230 20.1572 20.2055 20.0887

NX 20.2499 20.2613 20.0492 20.2000 20.2000 20.2000 1.8500 1.8500 1.8500

OC 20.1615 20.0023 1.6038 20.0334 20.1178 20.0434

OX 20.2405 20.1498 0.0953 20.0038 20.1913 20.0863 1.4248 1.7970 1.4760

P 0.2340 20.5697 2.1317 20.0133 0.2295 0.1236 20.7516 21.2257 20.9931 2.0404 1.9839 1.9268

CLA 20.0449 20.2083 20.2868 20.1585

Fitted charges starting from Mulliken, CHELPG, and NBO, for the set of complexes: 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a with their corresponding fitted LJ-parameters

(dielectric constant �051). The NX atom type remained fixed, due to a faster convergence of the entire fit. Fitting NX does not improve the results.
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charges and LJ-parameters are in physically reasonable ranges

(Table 2).

To test the transferability of the fitted parameters, the com-

plexes from the training set and the complexes excluded from

the fit (2b, 2c, 3b-d, 4b, 4c, 5b, and 5c) served as the test set

(116 individual complexes in total). Averaged RMSDE values

between VBT and DFT reference energies (Table 3) from

refined Mulliken charges are 3.28 kcal/mol whereby NBO (3.67

kcal/mol) lead to 3.49 kcal/mol and CHELPG charges with 3.49

kcal/mol also yield good fits.

With fitted Mulliken charges, using the four complexes 2a-

5a as the training set, the lowest-energy diastereomers of all

complexes except for 4b and 4c are identified correctly. For

neutral complexes, we always find the correct assignment. For

complex 4b, two diastereomers from VBT are lower in energy

than the diastereomer lowest in energy from DFT calculations

and for complex 4c, one diastereomer is misassigned. Starting

from NBO and CHELPG charges, the lowest-energy diaster-

eomer was not correctly assigned for six (complexes 2b, 2c,

4b, 4c, 5a, and 5b) and for CHELPG seven, complexes were

misassigned (2b, 2c, 3b, 3c, 4b, 4c, and 5b). However, for

every complex there was only one misassignment. Hence,

starting the refinement from Mulliken charges best captures

the most relevant lowest-energy diastereomers. The three

lowest-energy diastereomers of all 13 complexes (39 diaster-

eomers) considered have an averaged RMSDE of 1.66 kcal/mol

compared to 3.28 kcal/mol when all 116 diastereomers are

considered.

The best performing complexes are 2c, 3d, 4c, and 5c. Con-

sidering the three lowest-energy diastereomers of these com-

plexes yields an averaged RMSDE of 0.97 kcal/mol. The best

results are obtained for complexes 5c and 3d which have a

RMSDE of 1.7 and 1.8 kcal/mol, respectively, for all diastereom-

ers. This is considerably better than the average RMSDE of

3.28 kcal/mol (see above), given that the two complexes were

not part of the training set. This comparison provides an

impression of the degree of transferability of the parameters

but also reflects the simple nature of the ligands. The ligands

are small and lead to insignificant steric interactions. It is

worthwhile to note that the fitted RMSDE for complex 3d is

excellent for all three charge concepts.

As an independent test of the parametrization, geometrical

properties are further considered. The parametrization based

on refined Mulliken charges leads to an overall RMSD of 0.26

Å (Fig. 6). For the bond lengths to the metal center an aver-

aged deviation of 0.04 Å is found, whereas the Ir-NH3 bond

Figure 6. Left: energetically lowest diastereomer of complex 3d. The DFT reference structure (grey) and the VB trans structure (colored) with a RMSDE of

0.26 Å (every atom is aligned except for hydrogen). Right: bond lengths and angles in-plane on the left, angles out of plane on the right. Upper complexes

describe DFT structure and the lower complexes the VBT structure.

Table 3. RMSDE values (kcal/mol) for all complex classes 2a-5c

2a 2b 2c 3a 3b 3c 3d 4a 4b 4c 5a 5b 5c Ø

Mulliken 3.26 4.08 2.67 4.17 4.07 3.13 1.78 4.03 4.40 2.59 3.56 3.28 1.66 3.28

NBO 3.84 4.23 2.90 5.40 4.40 3.52 1.20 4.16 6.79 2.73 4.40 3.32 0.86 3.67

CHELPG 2.52 3.40 2.28 4.62 5.74 5.15 1.14 3.45 4.27 2.61 3.71 5.40 1.03 3.49

The training set consists of complexes 2a, 3a, 4a, and 5a. For each of the classes, charge refinements were started from Mulliken, NBO, and CHELPG

charges, respectively. RMSDE values for the complexes not included in the training set provide a measure of the transferability of the parametrization.

The last column gives the averaged RMSDE for all 116 diastereomers. Bold character are the RMSDEs of the complexes used in the fit (training set).
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length has the largest difference with 0.11 Å. This could be

further improved by specifically fitting the bonded terms. For

the angles, the averaged deviation is 7:8
�
. The angle which dif-

fers most is the in-plane P-Ir-P angle with 101:5
�

instead of

84:4
�
. This can be easily accounted for by either refitting the

VBT force constant or by assigning a different hybridization to

the IRX-HX1 atom pair. The diastereomer with the highest

energy of complex 3d has an averaged difference in bond

length of 0.08 Å (angles: 5.7
�
). Overall, the structures and cor-

responding energies are reproduced quite well. The availability

of the crystal structure of complex 2a allows a comparison

with the DFT- and the VBT-optimized structure (Fig. 7), which

also shows good agreement with a RMSD of 0.43 and 0.51 Å,

respectively.

Figure 8 compares all M-L bond lengths of the 116 com-

plexes from DFT and VBT calculations. The short bond lengths

around 1.5 Å correspond to the M-HX1 bonds and the longest

are the M-CLA bonds. The differences reported in Figure 8

exhibit a related pattern which is already found in complex 2a

(Fig. 7) and 3d (Fig. 6). All VBT M-L bond lengths, compared to

those from DFT, are within 0.05 Å and result in a correlation

coefficient of r50:98.

To further test the robustness of the parametrizations, for

complex 3d the minimum energy structure was randomly dis-

torted and the energies of the structures were computed with

both DFT and VBT. Again, for VBT the fitted LJ and Mulliken

charge parameters were used, which were obtained from the

2a-5a training set. Bonds and angles were randomly changed

in increments of 0.025 Å and 4:0
�

up to a maximum distortion

of 0.25 Å and 40:0
�

and the correlation between DFT and VBT

energies is reported in Figure 9. The averaged RMSDE is 0.74

kcal/mol with a correlation coefficient of r50:99 which sug-

gests that the energies for structures away from the minimum

can also be quite well described by the present parametriza-

tion. The ability of the fitted parameters to describe perturbed

Figure 7. Comparison of the crystal structure (green), the DFT-optimized

(blue), and VBT-optimized (red) structures of complex 2a. The RMSD of

DFT-optimized structure is 0.43 Å and the RMSD of the VBT optimized

structure is 0.51 Å.

Figure 8. Comparison of the VBT and DFT M-L bond lengths of all opti-

mized complexes. The structural RMSD is 0.05 Å, with a correlation coeffi-

cient of r50:98. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 9. Comparison of the VBT and DFT energies, with and without ran-

dom distortions of bond lengths (step size 0.1 Å) and angles (step size 4�).

The averaged energetic RMSDE is 0.74 kcal/mol, with a correlation coeffi-

cient of r50:99. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is

available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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geometries, away from the global minima, was further eval-

uated using an QM/MD (quantum mechanical/molecular

dynamics) simulation of complex 5b. The VALBOND energies

of 1000 snapshots taken from the MD trajectory were com-

pared to the results of B3LYP single-point calculations, yielding

a RMSDE of 2.47 kcal/mol (Supporting Information, Fig. S3) and

the RMSD of the structures sampled along the trajectory differ

by up to 0.8 Å. The nonbonded parameters were those from

Table 2 and the bonded terms (bonds, angles, dihedrals) were

fitted to reference data from QM/MD as we are not aware of

suitable experimental reference data. However, in previous

work, we reported a comparison of vibrational frequencies for

solvent dynamics with transition metal complexes.[30,31]

Consequently, the fit for complex 2a-5a generates a robust

set of charge and LJ-parameters (Table 2), which can be

applied successfully for the complexes in the fit, as well as for

the complexes which were not part of the training set. RMSDEs

for a single complex can of course be further reduced by spe-

cifically fitting to all its diastereomers, as shown for complex 1.

However, the parametrization based on complexes 2a-5a pro-

vides a balanced and robust parametrization for Ir(III) com-

plexes with ligands containing H, C, N, O, P, and Cl and allows

to cover considerable chemical space.

Conclusions

The present work establishes that meaningful force field para-

metrizations with VBT for octahedral Ir(III)-containing com-

plexes are possible. The procedure used is generally applicable

to metal-containing complexes and not limited to Ir(III) sys-

tems. For a single complex, the energies of all diastereomers—

with energies spanning up to 21 kcal/mol in DFT reference cal-

culations—can be reliably (� 1 kcal=mol , i.e., “chemical accu-

racy”) determined and provide a correct energetic ordering of

the diastereomers. This is of particular relevance for practical

applications in which the low-energy structures are important

to follow specific reaction mechanisms.[2],[66–68] The parameters

of one single complex are, however, not directly transferable

to other Ir-based complexes. In the present case, this is not so

surprising because complex 1 exhibits some strong steric

effects. Using one entire family of test compounds (here family

2) for which the fit of the individual complexes yields robust

parametrizations, allows correct ranking of most low-energy

diastereomers of families 3–5 which were not included in the

fit. Transferability is further improved if the fit is carried out

across a number of complex families. In that case the averaged

RMSDE including all 116 diastereomers of families 2 through 5

is 3.28 kcal/mol (using fitted Mulliken charges) which further

improves to � 1:7 kcal=mol if only the three lowest diaster-

eomers of each complex are considered. In 11 out of 13 cases,

the lowest-energy diastereomer was correctly predicted and if

only neutral complexes are considered, all assignments were

correct. In concrete applications VBT will allow to reduce the

computing time of DFT-optimizations by close to an order of

magnitude and considerably speed up screening of ligand

libraries. Overall, refinements based on Mulliken charges

appear to be superior to those starting from NBO and

CHELPG, although the differences are not substantial.

For the present case, VBT-based refined force fields for tran-

sition metals perform well in capturing structures and ener-

getics around the minimum energy structure. This opens the

possibility to investigate questions of practical relevance,

including the solvent structure around transition metal com-

plexes,[30] following reaction paths between reactant and

product,[69] or investigating transition state structures in

protein-catalyzed reactions. The parametrization of the non-

bonded interactions can be further improved by fitting them

to solvation free energies of the ligands surrounding the Ir.

Subsequently, such parameters can be used and further

refined following the approach outlined in the present work.

However, fitting directly to solvation free energies of the com-

plexes depends much on the availability of suitable experi-

mental reference data. For all these applications, rapid and

reliable means to evaluate the energetics of the complexes is

required.

Force fields, such as those discussed in the present work,

provide a useful starting point for future applications. For

example, reaction paths can be studied by combining the

force fields discussed here with suitable computational strat-

egies such as reactive molecular dynamics.[70,71] The real

advantage of a force field-based approach is that energies can

be rapidly evaluated. However, for more quantitative studies,

such explorations will need to be combined with suitable

experimental data (NMR, solvation energies) and additional

electronic structure calculations to refine the parametrization.

The present work is a first step toward such applications. How-

ever, the ease with which suitable force field parameters can

be determined will be a crucial aspect.[72]
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